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ABSTRACT

We obtain a characterisation of the nonseparability of
the dual of a separable Banach space X by the existence of
an operator T from X into C(A), being A the Cantor ternary
set, giving an answer to a question proposed by E.M. Bator
in 1992.

RESUMEN

Obtenemos una caracterización de la no separabilidad
del dual de un espacio de Banach separable X mediante la
existencia de cierto operador T de X en C(A), siendo A el
conjunto ternario de Cantor, dando una respuesta a la pre-
gunta propuesta por E.M. Bator en 1992.

1. INTRODUCTION

It is said that x is a condensation point of the topolo-
gical space X if every neighbourhood of x is uncountable.
If all the points of X are condensation points we can de-
termine two non void disjoint balls Bn and B12 of radius
less than 1, two non void disjoint balls B2, and B22 (B23

and B24) of radius less than 1/2 contained in Bn (BI2, res-
pectively) and so on. Then we have that

A = (fin ufii2Jn(fi2i uß22 ufi23 ufiwjn...

is homeomorphic to the Cantor ternary set with dyadic
subsets ßn n A, fiiaoA,...

If the topological space X has an uncountable quantity
of points and verifies the second axiom of numerability,
then the union Z of open countable subsets is a countable
set, because a countable family of these open sets cover Z.

Then every point of Y = X-Z is a condensation point of Y.
In particular, if A is an uncountable subset of a compact
and metrizable topological space, A contains a copy of the
Cantor ternary set.

Then, if X is a separable Banach space such that its
dual X* is not separable, we can find a Cantor ternary set
in the weak* dual unit ball. By making an appropriate use
of the Hahn-Banach theorem C. Stegall [4] and E.M. Bator
[1] found the Cantor ternary set in such a way that the
characteristic functions of the Cantor dyadic subsets can
be uniformly approximated by elements of X.

In fact, by the nonseparability of the unit sphere Sx*
given /J. > 0 we can determine by transfinite induction

A = \x*a : a < í», j c 5X* and {*„* : a< (o,} c X** such that

*o*(*o) = l> Xr f - l + M and x*ß(xa) = Q when cc < ß <

û),. This can be done since once determined \x*a :a<ß\

and \x*a :a< ß\ the closed linear hull of \x*a : a < ß\ is

separable, and then there is a Xß in X** such that

x*g(x^\ = Q if « < ß and |xjj = ! + /!. The distance from

the origin to the hyperplane x*o(x*} = l is 1/(1 + /í) < 1,

implying that the intersection of this hyperplane and Sx« is
not void. Taking Xß equal to a point of this intersection
we finish the induction.

We can suppose that every point of A is a weak*-
condensation point, deleting a countable family if it were
necessary.

Let S > 0. Given x*a and x*ß with a < ß, we know that

there exists x J with x*ß <l + rj such that
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By the weak* density of Bx in Bx„ we can find Xß with

Un < 1 + ï] and such that

|*3(*a)|<<5 = ° xß(xß}~-1 «5

The preceding two inequalities enable us to determine
two weak* neighbourhoods vf and V^ of the points x*a

and Xß such that

M*x ) < 5 = 0 for x" e V," and ,(/)-! <Sforx* e VÍ

Now we take x'7 in v¡* such that ß < y. If we apply the

preceding reasoning to the points Xß and XY we can find

x** (y*) = 0. Therefore A is weak discrete, thus norm
discrete, and consequently X* is nonseparable.

2. BATOR'S PROBLEM

From Stegair s result it follows that the natural evalua-
tion map T : X -> C(A) given by T(x)(x*) = x*(x) has
dense range. Bator (1, example 5) shows that the existence
of a continuous linear map T from a separable Banach
space X onto a dense subspace of the space of real conti-
nuous functions defined on the Cantor ternary set A does
not characterise separable spaces with nonseparable duals,
because the range of the mapping T from I2 into C(A)

given by Ml05«!/ ¿Li~ant is dense, since it contains

some xv with *J<l + î? and two weak*-neighbourhoods the Polynomials, and (12)*=12 is separable.

Wj^cVi ' j and V^2(c V2 j of the points x*r and x*ß such
that

(x"} -1 < Ô for x" e Wj*j and xr (x" j < ô for x* e W¿¿

holding

Xß(x"}\<8forx" e Wf] and Xß(x*\-l <8foi:x* e W12

Then the difference between xn = xyand x,2 = x^ act-
ing on the weak* closure of Wj*, u W*2

 an<i the character-
istic functions corresponding to the weak* closure of w*¡

and W¡2 i8 & By an obvious dicotomie induction process
there follows the following Slegai theorem (4):

Let X be a separable Banach space such that X* is
nonseparable. Then for every e > 0, there exists a subset
A of B* which is homeomorphic to the Cantor set, along

0"

with subsets (C V° of A weak* homeomorphic to the
l m¡n=\ 1=1

dyadic intervals, and a sequence {jt„,)°° in X such
I "'Jn=\ ;'=!

that \\xnj II < 1 + £ for all n, i and

Xnì(x)-xCiiì(x*)\<e2-n forali / eA

Xc,,¡ being the characteristic function on the set Cni.

Slegali's resull is equivalenl to lhe nonseparabilily of

X*. In fact, given x* in A, let {'„}~=I be lhe unique se-

quence such lhal x* e Cm . Then from x [xní¡¡ j -1 < s2~"

it follows that if x** is a weak* cluster point of the se-

quence {^„}°°_, then we have x** (x*) = 1. If y* e A —

{x*} there is some n0 such thai y £ Cni for n > n0, and

Ihen we have y \xn¡a j < s2 " for n > n0, implying

Balor (1. Page 85) asks for whal properly of a conti-
nuous linear map T from a separable Banach space X into
lhe space C(A) of lhe real functions defined on lhe Canlor
ternary sel A would be able lo characterise separable Ba-
nach spaces wilh nonseparable dual. A very interesting
resull in this direction had been obtained previously by
Pelczynsky-Hagler theorem (2, 3) lhal slates thai I1 em-
beds in a separable Banach space X if, and only if, Ihere
exisls a continuous linear surjeclion from X into C(A).

The following resull gives an answer to Balor ques-
tion.

Proposition 1. Let X be a separable Banach space. X*

is nonseparable if, and only if, given 0 < £ < — there is a

continuous linear mapping T : X —> C(A) with dense range
such that T((l + £)BX)+£BC(/1) contains the characteristics
functions Xc^, 1 < i < 2n, 1 <" n < oo, of the dyadic inter-
vals of A.

Proof. If X* is nonseparable Ihen, following wilh lhe
nolalion given in lhe preceding Stegall theorem, we have

lhat the sequence {^ni}°°_ ._ belongs to (1 + £)BX and

xnì(x*)-XcHÌ(
x*^e2~" <e for every x* e A, which

means thai if T is the nalural evaluation map (T(x)(x*) =
x*(x)) Ihen XCn. - T(xni) e £BC(/1).

Conversely, lei us suppose lhal Ihere is a continuous
linear mapping T : X —> C(A) wilh dense range such that
T((l + £)BX + eBC(d) contains the characteristic functions

Xc ••> 1 ̂ i - 2", 1 < n < o«, of the dyadic intervals of A.

As the range of T is dense we have thai T* is one-to-
one. As usual, we identify A with a weak* compaci subsel
of lhe unit sphere of C(A)*. Then T* (A) is an uncountable
weak* compaci subsel of X* and we are going lo prove
lhal il is norm discrete, implying the statement
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By hypothesis given O < £ < — and Cni there is xni e

(l + £)BX such that

TV . — y < £
Y ni Jlc,,¡ ü — c

and, therefore, for each fj. e 4 we have

KT^XM)-*,» <£ (D

Therefore, given two different points ö and O' in zi we
may find Cni such that ô e Cni and õ' £ Cni. Then, replac-
ing n by ô and 5' in (1), we have:

KM-l <e

and

TXni)(o')-Q\<e

From these two inequalities it follows:

Xai,rS-rS') = \(TXni, §-8'}\ = \(TXni)(8)-(TXni\o')\>l-2e

and, from \xnl || < 1 + £ we deduce that

T*8-T*0'\>-r*S>\\~ l~2£

Which the same technique the following proposition
may be proved:

Proposition 2. Let X be a separable Banach space. X*
is nonseparable if, and only if, there is a continuous linear
mapping T : X —> C(Ä) with dense range, two positive
numbers m and 8 and a natural number n0 such that
T(mBx)+oBC(4) contains the characteristic functions Xcai>
1 < i < 2", n0 < n < oo, of the dyadic intervals of A corres-
ponding to the steps n0 +1, n0 +2,
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l + £

which shows that T* (A) is norm discrete.
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